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HOW DO FACULTY USE OER?
2014-2015 survey of BC Faculty

Purposes of using OER

- Ideas and inspiration
- Supplement coursework
- Prepare for teaching
- Learning resources
- Assets within a lesson
- Optional self-study
- Broaden tchng methods
- Engage students

Data from Hendricks, Jhangiani, Key, Pitt (2015); see also Jhangiani et al. (2016)
2014-2015 survey of BC Faculty

Use, adaptation, creation of OER

Data from Hendricks, Jhangiani, Key, Pitt (2015); see also Jhangiani et al. (2016)
2014-2015 survey of BC Faculty

Use, adaptation, creation by type of institution

Data from Hendricks, Jhangiani, Key, Pitt (2015); see also Jhangiani et al. (2016)
HOW DO/COULD STUDENTS USE OER?
Non-disposable Assignments
-- David Wiley
(2013, 2016)
Wikipedia Assignments

- **Gap Analysis**: Review a Wikipedia article for information gaps.
- **Small Edits**: Grammar edits. Add citations using the Citation Hunt website.
- **UBC Wiki**: Assign groups articles to write in the UBC Wiki.
- **WikiEdu Wikipedia**: Have students create or edit a Wikipedia article.
- **Translation Assignment**: Translate an article for foreign language Wikipedia site.

Chart adapted from Engle et al. (2016), licensed CC BY-SA 4.0
Students & open textbooks

THE OPEN ANTHOLOGY OF EARLIER AMERICAN LITERATURE

Robin DeRosa

An OER Anthology of Earlier American Literature, to 1899

Cover page to digital edition of this textbook, Ed. Robin De Rosa, licensed CC BY 4.0
See DeRosa’s blog post about this project, “My Open Textbook: Pedagogy & Practice” (2016)
Open Case Studies at UBC

ILLEGAL LOGGING: MULTI BILLION DOLLAR TRANSACTIONS HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT

There is no common agreed definition of illegal logging. Three perspectives of what constitutes illegal logging: firstly, that of The Royal Institute of International Affairs (RIIA), an international policy analysis institute, secondly, from Global W...

CANADA’S PACIFIC GROUNDFISH TRAWL FISHERY: ECOSYSTEM CONFLICTS

The B.C. groundfish trawl fishery came under attack from ENGOs in the mid-2000s for destruction of the aquatic habitat. This case study examines the negotiations and the degree of success of the world’s first habitat bycatch limitation agreement.

GLOBAL CLIMATE JUSTICE

What distribution of adjustment costs for climate change mitigation is fair, and should be acceptable to the most (important) countries? Are there ways of framing the issue that could be more effective in galvanizing effective action?

http://cases.open.ubc.ca

Contact me if interested in contributing!
Thank you!

Christina Hendricks
University of British Columbia-Vancouver
c.hendricks@ubc.ca

Website: http://chendricks.org
Blog: http://blogs.ubc.ca/chendricks
Twitter: @clhendricksbc
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